Let I denote a proper a-ideal of subsets of an uncountable Polish space X. Through the paper we assume that I contains all countable subsets of X. By B we denote the family of all Borel subsets of X and, by BAIthe smallest tr-algebra including B U /; then BAI consists of all symmetric differences ( In the paper we are interested in the following problem. For which aideals / and J with I ji J, can we infer that BAI ^ BAJ1 In certain cases connected with perfect sets, Bernstein sets make a good tool to get the positive answer. We recall some known results, extend them and give new applications. In a general case, we follow the method of Pelc [P] to show that an answer to the above question can depend on special axioms of set theory. Some of those results are applied to the studies of the alternate iteration of the operations BA(-) and H(-) where H sends a <r-algebra S to the a-ideal of hereditary «S-measurable sets.
Application of Bernstein sets
We say that B C X is a Bernstein set if it meets each perfect subset of X, and X\B has same property. The standard construction of a Bernstein set, based on a well-ordering of the family of perfect sets, can be repeated when X is replaced by a fixed set A that contains a perfect set (hence it contans c = 2 n° perfect sets). Then B (included in A) will be called a Bernstein set relatively to A. The classical theorem states that each Bernstein set on the real line is nonmeasurable in the Lebesgue sense and it does not possess the Baire property (see [0, Th. 5.4] ). The following proposition is more general. PROPOSITION 1.1 (Cf. [I] ).
If a a-ideal I is Borel supported then no Bernstein set B C X is in BAI. •
We are going to extend that result. Let TI denote the family of all totally imperfect sets of a given space X (a set is called totally imperfect, if it has no perfect subset). Note that a Bernstein set belongs to TI. Several interesting <7-ideals containing uncountable sets included in TI for X = R are described in [Mi] Proof. (l)=>-(2) We can extend A\E to a Bernstein set B C A relatively to A. Then A \ B is that Bernstein set which is required in (2).
(2)=>(3) Obvious. [K, p. 479] . Hence (1) is false and, consequently (3) is false.
• That corollary is known, however maybe never written down explicitly. Its scheme was applied in [C] several times. Let us give one more application.
Recall (cf. [Z] ) that E € R is said to be porous at a point x € R if
where 7 (E,x,r) is the length of the longest interval (a, 6) C (x -r, x + r)\E.
A set E is called porous if it is porous at each of its points, and is called a-porous if E is a countable union of porous sets. Porous sets are nowhere dense and of measure zero. The family of cr-porous subsets of R forms a <7-ideal denoted further by M. Consider additionally the following <r-ideals of subsets of R:
K -the <7-deal of sets of the first category, C -the c-ideal of sets of Lebesgue measure zero, C* -the <7-ideal of sets that are contained in F a sets from C.
Recall that:
• M is Borel supported, M C K, fl £, and there exists a perfect set of measure zero which is not <r-porous (see [Z] ); t C* C K D and there exists a Gg nowhere dense set of measure zero which is not in C (see e.g. [BBH] );
• there exists a Gs set in M \ C* (see [FH] ). Now, from Corollary 1.1 we derive
PROPOSITION 1.3. (a) There exists a Bernstein set relatively to a perfect nowhere dense Lebesgue null set, which is not in BAM. Consequently, C* \ (BAM) ± 0 and BAM £ BA(K n £). (b) There exists a Bernstein set relatively to a G$ nowhere dense Lebesgue null set, which is not in BAC*. Consequently, BAC* £ BA(JCn £).
(c) There exists a Bernstein set relatively to a G{ cr-porous set, which is not in BAC. Consequently, M \ (BAC) ^ 0. • Remark. We have BA(KnC) = (BAJC)n(BAC) (see [B2] ). Similarly,
if I and J are Borel supported tr-ideals (see [BHWW] ).
For two families T\, Ti of subsets of X we write
<c denote the family of all sets E C A with \E\<c.
EXAMPLES, (a) The assertion of Corollary 1.1 can hold for some <7-ideals which are not Borel supported. Let so denote the <r-ideal of Marczewski null sets, namely E € so if each perfect set has a perfect part disjoint from E (cf. [Sz] , [Mi] ). Obviously, «o Q TI and so is not Borel supported since each uncountable SQ set (which exists, cf. [Mi] ) cannot be covered by a Borel so set. For each perfect set A, we have A ^ so and, for each E £ SQ, A \ E contains a perfect set. Thus, by Proposition 1.2, no Bernstein set relatively to A is in BAI. is of positive inner measure, and if E £ I and D, H are as above, then A \ D has positive inner measure, so it contains a perfect set P in which we can pick a perfect part disjoint from H. Consequently, A\E contains a perfect set and, by Proposition 1.2, no Bernstein set relatively to A is in BA/. Observe that I is not Borel supported. It follows from the fact that a nonmeasurable so set (which exists, see [W2] ) cannot be covered by a Borel set from I (see [Bl, Proposition 2] ). A similar construction holds for the category case.
(c) There are interesting «r-ideals on R containing Bernstein sets (relatively to R). Namely, if T is a fixed family of one-to-one functions / : R -• R and \J r \ < c then there exists a Bernstein set B such that \BAf[B]\ < c for each / € T ([B3], cf. also [S] and [Mo, Th.23, p.168] ). Thus
<c } forms a proper /"-invariant cr-ideal which is not Borel supported (the same holds for the <r-ideals I($/C and /©£, provided that JC and C are /"-invariant; cf. [B3] ). Observe that, if B is replaced by R \ B in the definition of I, we get another /"-invariant a-ideal I*. Obviously both B and R \B belong to (BAI) n (BAI*). In Section 2, we will show that BAI / BAI*.
Comparing the sizes of quotient <r-algebras and some iteration process
We are going to show, how one can decide whether the implication
I/J=> BAI ± BAJ
is true or false, by comparing the sizes of the respective Boolean algebras and by the use of special axioms of set theory. In fact we follow the methods applied in [P, Th. 3] where a related problem concerning the equality BAI = P(X) is studied (P(A) stands for the power set of A) for invariant ideals on X = R. By B(A) we denote the family of all Borel sets relatively to A. Let B(A)AI abbreviate B(A)A(I n V{A)). [T] .
From A € I it obviously follows that B(A)AI = V(A). Hence (*) \(B(A)AI)/J\ > c > \(B(A)AJ)/J\.

Thus we infer that B(A)AJ £ B(A)AI. Suppose now that BAI C BAJ. Hence B(A)AI C B(A)AJ which contradicts (*). (b) Consider disjoint sets
A, E C X of cardinality a>i. Let I be the <7-ideal generated by X \ A and all singletons. Analogously we define J replacing A by E. Then X\A£l\J and X\EeJ\I. By Silver's lemma (see [MS] ),
MA and \A\ = ¡£| < c imply V(A) = B(A) and V(E) = B(E). That easily gives BAI = V{X) = BAJ. u
Remarks, (i) If CH holds, the assumptions = c and [^4] <c C J in Proposition 2.1(a) evidently result from A $ J. The version of Proposition 2.1(a) in which CH is supposed has a proof analogous to that given in [P, Th. 3] .
(ii) From Proposition 2.1(a) it follows that Further we will assume that S is a proper cr-algebra of subsets of X (i.e.
S ^ V(X)). Define H(S) as the family of all hereditary S-measurable sets, that is
Then H(S) is the largest <r-ideal in V(X) contained in S. It is obvious that the operation H is monotonic with respect to inclusion. I C H(BAI) and BAI = BAH(BAI).
(a) If S is a cr-algebra of subsets of X, and B C S, then BAH(S) C S and H(S) = H(BAH(S)). (b) If I is a a-ideal of subsets of X then
EXAMPLE.
A natural cr-algebra containing B, associated with the <r-ideal ¿0, consists of s-sets defined as follows (see [Sz] ). We say that E C X is an «-set (or that E G s) if each perfect set has a perfect part which is contained in E or is disjoint from E. It is known that H(s°) = s (see [Sz] ). Walsh proved in [Wl, Th. 2.4] 
1(a) we infer that B(A)AI £ V(A) which contradicts A G H(BAI).
(b) By Silver's lemma (compare the proof of Proposition 2.1(b)), we have
V(A) = B(A) which implies that A G H(BAI). m
Remarks. It follows from 1° that H(BAI) = I holds for all Borel supported a-ideals I. A verification of 2° for some tr-ideals is unconvenient since 2° can depend on special axioms of set theory (e.g. for K, and £). For other tr-ideals, 2° can be clear (e.g. for the a-ideal / given in Example (c) of Section 1, or for the tr-ideal s 0 ; see [Wl, Th. 2.1] 
